When k(x,Y) "<.is~a quasi-monotone function a.'1d the random variables X and Y have fixed distributions, it is sho1~under some further mild conditions that Ek(X,Y) is a monotone functional of the joint distribution function of X and Y. Its infimum and supremum are both attained and correspond to explicitly described joint distribution functions.
INTRODUCTION
It is well Imown that if X and X' are random variables, if X is stochastically smaller than Xi and if k(x) is a monotone function then k(X) is stochastically srraller than keX ' ) and E1c(X) s; Ek(X ') , and the ordering is reversed when l, (x) is an antitone function (see for instance p. 159 of Hardy, Littlewood and P6lya [6] and p. 179 of Veinott [15] ). We say that X is stochastically smaller than X', and write X c X'~if Pr{X<x}~Pr{Xi<x} for all x. Also k(x) is called monotone (resp. antitone) if k(x) s; k(x 1 ) (resp. k(x)~k(x f ) ) for all is L~sufficient to guarantee (1) or its reverse for monotone ftmctions k(x 1 y) 1 it is insufficient for quasi-ronotone functions as \vell. The major additional requirement we i.mpose is that the corresponding marginal distributions of (X,Y) and (X' 1 Yi ) are the same. This requirement, while strong, is both natural and necessary.
THE 1'1/UN RESULT
Consider the random variables X and Y defined on a probability space (Q1F,P) and let F(x) and G(y) be their distribution functions respectively and H(x,y) their joint distribution fu'1ction. In studying the dependence of Ek(X,Y) on H it would be usef. . . .1l to have an appropriate expression, other thllil its definition J R 2 k(x,y)dH(x,y)1 and this is now done when k is quasi-Illonotone (or quasi-antitone). In order to produce sligl1tly simpler expressions we assunle all distribution functions to be left continuous. If k is quasi-monotone and right continuous then it determines 'lmiquely a (a-finite, nonnegative) measure~on the Borel subsets B 2 of the plane R 2 such that for all x~Xl <l:'1d Y~yi ; (2) (see p. 167 of von Neuman.. ! [10] ). By (6) 
is a quasi-monotone~right continuous function then given by (9) and (7)1 is greatly sin~lified when k is a multiple of a distribution function by taking the reference points xO'YO at -00.
However, in lJIo:;t; interec;'ting examples k is not a ImJltip1e of a distribution ftmction (in fact 11 is not even finite).
It should be remarked that (X;Y) c (X' ,Y') and k quasi-monotone do not necessarily i~)ly that k(X:Y)~k(XI ,Yl)~from which (10) 
The result as stated in Theorem 1 is not in its weakest form. It may be that inequality (10) holds assuming only that the expectations in (10) exist (even if infinite valued); however, at present, we can neither prove nor disprove this statement. Instead we offer the following remarks. t~en k is symmetric, introducing we have
an.d from (3) and (4), It then follows Ulat assillrrption (i) may be weakened to 
Condition (ii)
I is easily seen to be satisfied for several simrle k's, 2 e.g. xy, (x+y) ,etc.
AN APPLICATION TO THE SET OF VALUES OF~~(X,Y)
In this section we denote by H(F,G) the class of all joint distribution ftmctions H(x,y) with fixed narginals F(x) and G(y), and by We now show in Theorem 2 that if k is quasi-monotone and some further assLunptions are satisfied, when H ranges overH(F,G) the set of values of EHk(X,Y) is closed and convex and its supremum and infimum are determined.
TIle proof of TheoreY;1 2 rests on the following property which is stated separately since it does not require k to be quasi-monotone. 
, (X~Y)~( F-l(U).G-l(U))~a nd under -
where U is a unifona random variable -, 
Of course if k is quasi-antit6ne the infiIIn.lr1 is achieved by H+ and the supremum by H . (5) and by (7) and (9) and X~0, y~0 with probability one~or k(x,y) = Ix-yiP, 0 < p < 1, and X~a < b~Y with probability one.
(ii) If~=~l -~2 is the Jordan decomposition of the signed measure~as a difference of two nonnegative r.leasures~l and~2t mder appropriate integrability conditions~one can get upper and lower b01.mds for EHk(X;lY)' H € H(F ,G), like those in Theorem 2. For instance for k symmetric (tmder appropriate integrability conditions) we have that for all H in H(F,G) 9 where A+, A_ are given by (3) with I-I replaced by H+ ' H_ respectively. However, these upper and lower bounds are not achieved by some H~s in H(F,G) and more in~rtant they are not the least upper bound and the greatest lower bm.md (whose calculations elude us).
DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE
I' Ve conclude with a few COlTIr.1ents on the literature. For k(x,y) = Ix-yiP the expression of Ek(X,Y) given by (3) and (5) has been obtained for p = 2 by HoeffdLng [8J (see also p. 1139 of Lerurullk~ [9] ) and by Bartfai [2] , for p = 1 by Vallender [14] , and for ffily p~1 by DallVAglio [3] This work was done independently of Tchen [13] where the bm.m.ds of Theorem 2 are derived for continuous quasi-ronotone flIDctions under further assumptions stronger than those of Theorem 2; the method is that of rearrangements and no expressions are given for tlc(X,Y) which could produce the result of Theorem 1.
